CASE STUDY: NUSTAR ENERGY

NUSTAR DEPLOY GLOBAL UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS
SOLUTION
Driver
Global integration across the network
and collaboration platforms

Solution
LAN, WAN, security, wireless, and
collaboration design

Outcome
Enhanced cross functional employee,
inter departmental, and cross
geographical collaboration
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CHALLENGE
NuStar Energy is one of the world’s largest oil storage and refiners, with headquarters
in North America and major operations in the Netherlands, Antilles, Canada, Mexico, and
the United Kingdom.

“

The detailed knowledge of Cisco

collaboration architectures and unified
communications solutions was allied

After a major strategic review NuStar Energy made the decision to implement greater levels of global integration

to outstanding staff commitment

and across its business. One of the objectives was to ensure that company processes and standards would be

shown by Axonex. Both Axonex and

implemented and delivered to all employees on a worldwide basis. To realise this strategic objective, NuStar
took the decision to invest in a standard, world wide IT network ensuring that employees have access to global
training and human resource process’s, all as part of consistent employee experience regardless of location.

NuStar teams operated seamlessly
across the entire project from the
detailed planning through to the
delivery phases of the project enabling

SOLUTION

a smooth implementation of a truly

“

Working along side NuStar, Axonex were commissioned to manage the planning and delivery of the
comprehensive networking solution for NuStar’s European operations. It was recognised that the key to a

global and integrated solution for

successful and rapid deployment of the new network and applications was the planning phase – reducing down

NuStar

time whilst ensuring an efficient transition and migration from the existing to the new network infrastructure. The
Axonex collaborative approach, highly regarded by the NuStar team, was of great value at both the planning and
subsequent implementation phase, including The LAN, WAN, security and wireless design and Axonex Enhanced
managed support.

OUTCOME
Very quickly NuStar have seen a significant increase in cross functional employee, inter departmental and cross
geographical collaboration with the associated benefits of reduced travel costs, faster and more informed
decision-making and increased productivity.
Looking to the future NuStar see the momentum obtained from employee and customer collaboration
continuing, while adding further applications such as an Intranet, Cisco TelePresence, extending remote access
with enhanced levels of security to allow for increased usage of mobile devices and IP based CCVT. Driving
collaboration throughout the eco-system is a further objective, by extending the collaboration benefits to both
NuStar’s customers and suppliers
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